Abstract-There has been recently an increase of interests in Distributed Constraint Satisfaction (DisCSP) algorithms. Most of these algorithms assume that the set of variables and constraints in a DisCSP are completely known and fixed. However, these assumptions do not hold in many open environments where unexpected events and changes can happen. Therefore this issue needs to be addressed in order for a DisCSP algorithm to be practically used in real life applications. Our contribution in this paper is two-fold. Firstly, we present an extended version of the Asynchronous Aggregate Search (AAS), called the Dynamic Asynchronous Aggregate Search (DynAAS) -as a new algorithm for dynamic and uncertain environments. Secondly, we investigate the applicability of DynAAS in the Web service domain and argue that DynAAS is suitable for solving the QoS compositions of Web services. We also carry out the experiments to show the efficiency of our proposed algorithm in solving the QoS composition problem.
I. INTRODUCTION Constraint Satisfaction has been considered as a powerful paradigm for generic problem solving and found in many real life applications ranging from resource allocation and scheduling to system configuration and design. The success of CSP is based largely on the efficiency of its algorithms. A distributed CSP (DisCSP) is a CSP when variables and constraints are distributed among different solving entities. Over the past few years, there has been an increasing interest in the agent community for developing different DisCSP algorithms and techniques. Unfortunately, little research has been done on solving dynamic DisCSPs in which the DisCSPs may change over time.
There are many situations in which the changing of a CSP are desirable. This is especially true for problems defined in environments with unpredictable events and changes. For example, online planning and scheduling, computer-aided system design or configuration are problems where uncertainties cannot be easily avoided. The notion of dynamic CSP [10] has been introduced to represent such situations where constraints can be added or removed. It is easy to see that without loss of generality, this notion cover all possible changes to a CSP (domain modifications variable additions or removals can be modeled as constraints.)
This paper presents an extended version of AAS algorithm, a selected DisCSP, for dynamic environment. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the QoS guarantees for multiple Web service compositions-finding a solution for this problem is our motivation in developing DynAAS. An overview of AAS algorithm is presented in Section III. In Section IV, we discuss the AAS extension as DynAAS. We present our experiments to show the efficiency of DynAAS performance in Section V. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in Section VI.
II. MOTIVATION
During the past few years, in an effort to improve the collaborations between organizations, the Web service framework has been emerging as a de-facto choice for integrating distributed and heterogeneous applications across organizational boundaries. Consequently, much research has been carried out in various areas including Web service discovery, composition, and management. Web service composition in general focuses on building a new value-added composite Web service from a number of existing component Web services. For a composite service, in addition to its functional requirements, QoS requirements are important and deserve a special attention. The central question to a QoS composition problem is how to compose a service from different sub-component services so that its overall QoS can satisfy certain requirements. Solving the QoS composition problem is the motivation that leads us to investigate the applicability of DisCSP techniques. In this part, we argue that in general DisCSP algorithms are suitable to solve this problem.
Since a service provider must allocate necessary resources to live up to the QoS guarantees, if its service engages in a number of compositions, there will be a dependency between the levels of QoS that service can contribute to these compositions. Consequently, there is a mutual relationship between the compositions. Here we assume that this relationship can be formally expressed as constraints. These constraints might be shaped by the provider's resource limitations, business rules, organizational policies or even conditions in contracts with a third party. The providers have a choice to reveal them or not by making the constraints shared (i.e. known to a number of or all other providers) or private respectively. Here we focus on a general problem in which multiple providers engage in multi-Web service compositions. The final goal of the QoS guarantee for multiple Web service compositions is to satisfy the E2E QoS requirements of all compositions.
It is important to note that our problem of QoS guarantees for multi-Web service compositions has a different focus as compared to other work on QoS compositions, e.g. [4] , [3] , [1] . We focus on multiple related compositions which are composed by multiple providers whereas those work focus on single composition composed by a single QoS broker.To apply DisCSP techniques for solving the problem of QoS guarantee for multi-Web services compositions, each service provider can be considered as an agent (an autonomously processing entity) in a constraint network. Each QoS parameter is mapped into a variable in the constraint network; the set of providers' constraints is mapped into the network's constraint set. For the rest of this paper, we will use the terms service providers and agents interchangeably. More formally, the problem of QoS guarantee for Web service compositions, if in a static environment, can be considered as an instance of DisCSP problems.
To take into account the dynamic nature of Web services environment, in the DisCSP framework, the appearance of a new composition indicates that new constraints and possiblly new variables and agents are added into the constraint network. Dissolving of a composition means that some existing constraints are removed and possibly some existing variables or agents are also removed. In general, there are introductions or reductions of new variables, constraints, and agents. Hence, this is a Dynamic DisCSP.
III. ASYNCHRONOUS AGGREGATE SEARCH
For the application of DisCSP techniques in the Web service environment each agent needs to handle many QoS variables and complex local constraints. The originial DisCSP model [12] and most of the solving algorithms , as discussed before, focus on shared constraints instead of private constraints and hence is more suitable for distributed control but not negotiation [7] . An exception is Asynchronous Aggregate Search (AAS) [7] that allows one agent to maintain a set of variables and these variables can be shared and hence is suitable for negotiation. All constraints are private in AAS, however shared constraints can be modeled as duplicated private constraints. AAS is selected for solving the QoS guarantee problem due to these reasons.
AAS [7] , [9] is a DisCSP search technique based on the classical ABT (Asynchronous Backtrack) algorithm [12] . In AAS, each agent maintains a set of variables which can be shared with others and a set of intra-constraints. It differs from most of existing methods in that it exchanges aggregated consistent values (in contrast to a single value in ABT) of partial solutions. For example, in ABT, only a single value (single assignment) is sent. The aggregated consistent values are the Cartesian products of domains which represent a set of possible valuations. This technique significantly reduces the number of backtracks.
IV. DYNAMIC ASYNCHRONOUS AGGREGATE SEARCH
A. AAS and local solvers Existing search algorithms like ABT assume that either each agent holds only one variable; or its private constraints are simple. As such, there has been not much work to solve the DisCSP problems with complex local constraints. However in AAS, each agent normally has many variables and every constraint is private. In addition, due to dynamic property, the set of constraints are not the same over time. Consequently, the complexity of finding local solutions can no longer be neglected. To take this complexity into the account and make AAS more flexible for implementations, we propose to employ a CSP solver inside each agent to solve its own private constraints. In this paper, we suggest that CSP solvers can be considered as black boxes. The local CSP solver implementation is private to each agent. In this way, proven CSP algorithm and techniques can take part in the overall DisCSP solving process. For an agent A k , we denote A + k the set of linked agents whose priorities are higher, and A − k the set of linked agents whose priorities are lower than the current agent's priority. V + is the set of variables the agent share with A + , and V − is with A − . Everytime an agent needs to find out a consistent assignment (with its current view), it invokes its local CSP solver. The CSP solver of agent A takes assigments from A + k and generates solutions for V − k . We call this process a local solving process. In addition to A k 's local constraints, the nogoods recorded by A k are also the CSP solver's input constraints for a local solving process. Whilst incorporating a CSP solver into each AAS agent allows the AAS algorithms to be more flexible as many successful constraint solving tools are available today such as ILOG JSolver [5] , and NSolver [6] . In AAS, for effiency of nogood storage and processing, assignments are normally in the forms of Cartesian products of value ranges (consecutive values in a domain), i.e. boxes. This can done by employing existing methods like the ones proposed in [2] , [8] which maintain outputs of boxes for local solving process. However, there is no guarantee that the outputs from a constraint solving tool is always boxes. We address this by introducing a greedy algorithm (boxes partition in Algorithm 3) to construct boxes from a set of points (i.e. solutions in a vector space). This algorithm picks up a point in the solution set and systematically extends the point as a box along each dimension (i.e. variable domain) as long as all points contained in this box are solutions (line 12 to 14). All solutions in the box's volume are removed from the solution set and the whole process is started again util the solution set become empty. boxes partition algorithm returns the list of distinct boxes which cover the solution set.
B. DynAAS Algorithm
Our new extension of AAS for dynamic environment is based on an indexing technique called eliminating explanation which had been proposed in centralized DynCSP [10] . Note that (nogood based) CSP algorithms in general generate and test solutions, and record nogoods (invalid solutions). The main idea of the eliminating explanation technique is simple enough: to index every nogood against the minimal set of constraints that create the nogood, and remove the nogood if a constraint in the constraint set is removed. In DynAAS, an agent creates and stores an eliminating explanation before it sends a nogood. The sent nogood is tagged with an identity number and kept by both the sender and the receiver so that the sender, due to some changes later, can ask the receiver to remove this nogood. It does this by sending the receiver a remove-nogood message that contains the nogood's identity.
The procedure add-constraints shows the processing carried out at an agent to handle a newly added constraint set C new . In the algorithm, the agent first tries a local repair of the partial assignments of variables contained in both those constraints (i.e. v(C new )) and V + k (line 2). If it fails, the agent then attempts to repair the assignments of the whole V + k (line 4). New assignments if exist are used to update the view and sent to A + k , otherwise a backtrack occurs. The procedure remove-constraints is used to the removal of a constraint set C removed . The agent bases on its eliminating explanation set (E) to detect which nogood it sent to a parent in the past is no longer a nogood (line 2). It then sends a remove-nogood message to ask the parent for the removal of this nogood. The nogood is a constraint from the parent's perspective. Therefore, the parent handles the message by invoking Algorithm 2. Adding and removing constraints are the same as calling add-constraints and remove-constraints sequentially.
The DynAAS algorithm processes ok? and nogood incoming messages in the same way as AAS (Algorithm 1 in the previous section). When a remove-nogood message is received, the agent A k views the nogood in the message as one of its constraints hence it invokes the procedure removeconstraint to remove this nogood from the nogood list. This action may further lead to sending remove-constraint messages to its higher priority neighbors. For an example in Figure 2 , the agent A 3 after removing C, looks up its own eliminating explanation list to identify the corresponding nogoods' identities that it sent in the past. A 3 then sends these nogoods' identities to A 2 . A 2 receives the message and translate this as a request of dynamic removal of all local constraints that have the identities in the message. These local constraints may include the nogoods previously received from A 3 . A 2 again repeats the process carried out by A 3 .
Algorithm 2 It is important to note that adding or removing of variables or domain values can be modeled as constraints [11] , therefore can be handled by the two above algorithms. If a new agent is added to the network, it is given the lowest priority. For every type of changes, affected agent must update its lists of neighbors, variables, and constraints (e.g. line 1 of Algorithm 1 and 2) first.
As we have seen so far, the key idea of DynAAS is to reuse partial solutions to achieve stability. If we model the whole environment as a discrete-event system where events are constraint additions or removals, then during the interval between any two consecutive events the system can be viewed as a static DisCSP using AAS. This is because DynAAS reacts to maintain consistent views and nogood storages whenever constraints are added or removed.
V. FRAMEWORK AND EXPERIMENTS
In our experiment, 10 Web services are used. A list of prefetched constraints on QoS parameters, and neighbors (i.e addresses of other DisCSP Web services) are stored in a mySQL database. These data are modified by a simulator with the varying rate σ of adding/removing constraints. In particular, compositions are randomly formed and removed among any 3 agents. For the sake of clarity, each of our compositions consists of exactly three component services and introduces maximum two constraints on the E2E QoS parameters of the composition. The QoS parameters that we use are response time and cost which both have simple aggregation formulas [3] . Each parameter has a domain of 10 discrete values. The average of all constraint tightness (the probability that there is not a valid assignment within a constraint) is 30% . 20 instances are run for each test. In the experiments, we have used both static AAS and our new DynAAS algorithm. Static AAS restarts the search from scratch every time a change is detected. Figure 4 shows the performance of DynAAS and static AAS in terms of mean values of normalized instantaneous errors vesus rate of change. The graph shows that the error rate of DynAAS is significant lower than AAS for low changed rates and increased for larger values of σ. This can be explained as the the change rate is greater than the adaptive rate at which DynAAS can handle.
However it shows that DynAAS offers significant reduction in solution errors if the change rate is reasonable. This reduction is greater than 50% for σ≤8. In other words, for the current setup, as long as there are no more than 8 constraints added or removed at each processing cycle then DynAAS gives twice of the level of solution accuracy over static AAS.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes a new extension of AAS called DynAAS for dynamic environment where unexpected events and changes can happen. DynAAS allows different centralized CSP solvers to be incorporated into the algorithm hence make it more flexible in solving local CSP problems. Experiments show the applicability of AAS and DynAAS in solving the QoS guarantees with multiple compositions of Web services, and the improvement of DynAAS over AAS in terms of efficency for reasonal changes. Our future work focuses on a framework which allows agents to balance between privacy and information revealed during communications, as a part of J4WSM toolkit. We believe this direction is promising to improve the practicability of our approach in the real Web service environment.
